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Presentation Notes
You’ve all been through briefings on the theory behind risk management, and why it is an effective tool for preventing mishaps.Most of those briefings were probably pretty technical, a little boring.At the end, you probably understood the way it works, but you didn’t really know how to go out and use it in all your activities.This very quick briefing is meant to tell you the most important parts of risk management,With some easy tools you will be using during the next few days.



Risk Management
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 EVERYTHING you need to know about risk management this week is explained in this Risk Management loop(refer to diagram while briefing) “Identify Hazards”:  Look around for all the things that can hurt you or cause harm- Sharp Objects, steep hills, busy streets, slippery floors … Those things that have the potential to cause harm “Assess the Risk”:  What’s the probability that hazard can hurt you and how badly can it hurt you?- How likely is it that the knife you’re using might cause a serious cut?- Is it likely that you’ll slip on that slick wet floor? “Develop Controls and Make Decisions”:  There are a lot of ways of avoiding or reducing risk.- You have to decide which “controls” will reduce the risk to a low enough level, while still allowing you to perform your activity- The knife?  Work slowly.  Make sure you’re cutting away from you.  Those are easy controls.- The slippery floor?  Dry the floor.  Wear shoes with good traction.  Don’t run.  Decide on the “controls” that will reduce the risk. “Implement Controls”:  Use the controls you decided on while you carefully go about your task “SUPERVISE AND EVALUATE”:  This is where we decide how well our controls are working- Senior members, AND your fellow cadets, all need to help supervise each other- Watch your Wingman!  Make a pledge that you will keep each other from taking unacceptable risks- Everyone also needs to “supervise” themselves to make sure they are following the rules AND the controls they decided on-- Know your OWN weaknesses, and allergies, and fatigue, and manage them!- Decide how well those controls are working and change them if you need to.-- YOU ARE NOT TIED TO YOUR RISK CONTROLS … IMPROVE THEM IF THEY AREN’T WORKING! Why the loop?:  It is a loop because it is continuous.  You have to continually look for hazards, risks, and controls.	 	



RM Review

“Hazards”
• Things that can “hurt” you

“Risks”
• How likely is that “hurt?”
• How serious is that “hurt?”

“Controls”
• Things you can do to reduce risk
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 Let’s do a quick review on those definitions one more time.- You’ll be using these through the week as you get ready for each new event or activity- Get used to using these terms Hazards – those “dangerous” things that you know can hurt you Risks – that’s is the “probability” that the hazard will hurt you, and how “severe” that damage will be Controls – those are the safeguards, or the precautions you are going to take to reduce the risk How are you going to protect yourself from that “risk”?



RM Review

“Implement Controls”
• Use the Controls you selected

“Supervise…
• Are we following the rules?
• The “controls” become part of the rules

… and Evaluate”
• Are the “controls” working like we planned
• Do we need to improve the controls?
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 Implement Controls – that just means taking those precautions you decided on, and putting them into place.    Those controls have to become part of what you are doing; they become part of the rules.  You aren’t just crossing the street … you are crossing the street at the corner, when the light is green Supervise Is someone looking to make sure you’re doing it correctly Are you concentrating to make sure YOU are doing it the way you decided? Evaluate Are the controls working like we predicted or do we need to come up with some new ones?



Pre-activity Briefing 

Before EVERY Activity
• PT?  Drill Practice??  Cleaning barracks???
• YES!!!!

It’s EASY!
• Gather together
• Talk about the hazards and risks
• How do we reduce the risk?
• Team effort
• Let’s GO!
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 A pre-activity risk safety briefing should be conducted before every activity. (Is required by CAPR 62-1).- Before we do it because it is SMART … it is our chance to make sure we are using risk management for every event This is EASY … it is NOT a long complicated process; we gather together and we all participate- Whoever is leading the activity should give the briefing … that might be a senior member or a cadet staff member Talk about the hazards and risks, and what you’re going to do to “control” them- Make sure everyone understands, and everyone understands the “rules”



“Knock it off!”

• See something unsafe?
• See a risk you didn’t anticipate?

“KNOCK IT OFF!!”   

• Anyone can scream it
• EVERYONE stops!
• Repeat as needed
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  If ANYONE sees something unsafe, scream 	“KNOCK IT OFF!!!”      This is not a made-up thing …  The Air Force has used this term for YEARS!- This is used by Air Force fighter pilots, even in combat, when they see unsafe situations- It’s one of those phrases – they don’t joke about it, they use it when they need to, and everyone respects it! If you hear “knock it off” you should do two things Stop whatever you’re doing! Repeat “knock it off” so everyone hears it Example? You see a rattle snake in the drill area.  Heck … you see ANY snake in the drill area. You see a rock slide start while you’re on a ground search When in doubt, yell it out! There will always be time to talk about it and learn from it, WHEN YOU’RE SAFE!



The “Huddle”

The “get together” after the “knock it off”

• What went wrong?

• Is there a new risk we didn’t, see?

• Is the original risk worse than we thought?

• What are the new controls?

• What’s the new plan?

• LET’S GO!
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The “Huddle” is a new term for you- You’ve heard about the “knock it off” before, but no one ever told you what to do AFTER the “knock it off” You need to figure out what went wrong, and what to do about it- Is there something we didn’t anticipate? If the risk is even greater than we thought it was, do we even want to do this event?  - Is it an “unacceptable risk?”     In common words, is it just too dangerous?- Maybe you can just skip that obstacle on the obstacle course- Maybe you need to find a safer trail Figure out the new plan, make sure everyone understands, then  LET’S GO!!



“Everyday Risk Management”

“What’s the worst that can happen?”

“What am I doing to prevent that?”

“My goal is to finish this mission…
“… to finish this obstacle course …
“… to finish this run …

“… WITHOUT GETTING HURT”
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 We want everyone in CAP to use risk management in everything we do It sure would be complicated if we had to go through a bunch of steps every time we wanted to cross the street.  Wouldn’t it?There’s an easy way to accomplish the same thing whenever you are alone or in a small group.   - You should be doing this with your wingman whenever you go anywhere Ask yourself,  “What’s the worst thing that can happen to me?”  - By doing this you’re identifying the hazards and risks you need to be aware of The ask, “What am I doing to prevent that “worst thing” from happening?”- That’s how you come up with the “controls” we talked about, and the plan you will use. How do you stay focused while the activity takes place?- Remember that risk management isn’t an add on … it is PART OF THE PLAN- … whatever you are doing, your plan is to do it “…without getting hurt”



Questions????

Have
FUN!!!

…without getting hurt
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